Instructions...

IMPORTANT: Continue to work Foot, maintaining two-color design, until it measures 2 ¼” less than desired length ending after an odd numbered round. For most knitters this placement may occur in Section II (below) or Section III (next week’s clue).

Place waste yarn for Afterthought Heel as follows: K32(36,40) with waste yarn. Return these stitches to the left hand needle. Continue knitting in established design pattern beginning with an even numbered row. See “Afterthought Heel – Part 1” Video

Section II – Work these 4 rounds 8(7,6) times.
Round 1. *1A, 1B; repeat from * to end of round.
Round 2. Knit A.
Round 3. *1B, 1A; repeat from * to end of round.
Round 4. Knit A.

STOP!

Next’s week’s clue finishes the design. Happy knitting!